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Detailed Itinerary: Included meals are shown with the letters B, L and D. 8650DBL 

Detailed Itinerary 

A detailed itinerary for this tour will be available in the coming months. Bookings 

are open for this tour, however if you would like to receive the detailed itinerary 

booklet once available, please register your interest below and we will send you 

a copy. 

 

Celebrity Host: Peter Rose 

One of Australia’s leading literary figures, Peter is an 
award-winning poet, memoirist and novelist. Since 2001 he 
has been Editor of Australian Book Review. 
 
Peter Rose is the Editor and CEO of Australian Book 
Review. His books include a family memoir, Rose 
Boys (2001), which won the National Biography Award in 
2003. He has published two novels and six poetry 
collections, most recently The Subject of Feeling (UWA 
Publishing, 2015). 
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Celebrity Host:  
Christopher Menz 

A former Director of the Art Gallery of South Australia and 
previously a curator of decorative arts. He is also an 
experienced cultural tour leader. 
 
Christopher Menz is a former art museum director and 
curator and has been leading cultural tours in Europe, the 
United States and Australia since 2013. He has expertise 
and interest in the visual arts and music. 
 
Christopher has a BA (Hons) from Flinders University. He is 

a former director of the Art Gallery of South Australia. Before that he was a curator, specialising 
in decorative arts, and worked at the National Gallery of Australia, Art Gallery of South Australia, 
and National Gallery of Victoria. He has published and lectured extensively on Australian and 
European decorative arts, notably on the design work of William Morris, and curated numerous 
exhibitions. Christopher is based in Melbourne where he is an art consultant and valuer, and 
Development Consultant for Australian Book Review. 
 
Christopher has led cultural tours to Germany, England, the United States, as well as in 
Australia. He has also been a tour leader on European river cruises. 
 
We asked Christopher, what do you think clients get from travelling with you? 
“It is always a great thrill to be able to introduce clients to new experiences and to places they 
might otherwise not have visited or not have visited recently. I always hope to give tour guests 
something that adds to the experiences of the places, cities, museums and art galleries, and 
performances that they would not get if travelling alone.” 

 

 

End of Services. 

 

Ready to plan your journey? Contact us today ! 678-500-9548 
 

Schedule Your Creative Planning Session Now!  
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